Article illustrates the state of the work conducted at the Faculty of Management Warsaw University of Technology on the issue of modeling hierarchical decision-making problems in the context of administrative and infrastructural conditions of the various forms of public safety. The aim is to develop a universal methodology of conduct for the management needs of the public administration, whose powers are focused on maintaining the continuity of the critical infrastructure of the State. The key issues covered by the article are: modeling of hierarchical issues and decision-making processes in the multi-layered organizational structures; harmonization of scales significance of decisionmaking areas with significance weights of elementary decisions in these decision areas; and a priori contradictions of elementary decisions from different decision areas and value assessments of taken problem decisions.
Introduction
The essence of the decision-making process in large organizations is to solve strategic (S), tactical (T) and operational (O) decision problems and to take adequate decisions in their multi-layered decisionmaking hierarchical structure (HSD). Inside the hierarchical structure they are solved with mainly flat decision-making problems (FPD) and executed the resulting operational decisions.
At the tactical T and strategical S layers, in search of elementary decisions, are formulated and solved hierarchical decision-making problems (HPD) and resulting decisions.
Strategic S, tactical T and operational O decision problems, and the resulting from them tasks belong to given organizational structures and competencies of their staff. In other words, on the HSD model of the existing organization, HPD network models of competence are applied, which often cause that there are many contradictions between: decisions, accompanying regulations and resources needed to implement them.
In such a situation, it becomes necessary to use a specially developed methodology proceedings, which provides a balanced and coordinated decisionmaking problem solving, resulting in S, T and O layers, and also resulting from these decisions tasks to carry out in appropriate cells of organization. Decision-making in multilayer structures requires first and foremost modeling, simulation and reconciliation of decision variants both in terms of dynamic and iterative necessity of harmonization in order to optimize costs and minimize the risk associated to these processes.
Listed here actions are necessary in HSD large organizations in relation to the decisions taken at all levels from elementary decisions at the operational level, for example municipalities as state administrative unit and ending with the cumulative decisions taken at the higher tactical levels of government, for example in the districts or in the provinces. Hierarchical decision problems (HPD) are being solved (see Fig. 3a , 3b, 5a) as a result of decomposition of the strategic decision-making problem PD The theory of fuzzy sets (Zadeh, 1965; Krupa, 1998) , as well as rough set theory (Pawlak, 1991) and the theory of characterization (Gorbatov, 1979 ; Gorbatov, Krupa, 1984; Krupa, 2009a; Krupa, 2009b; Krupa, 2013) allow the use of vague concepts in the formulation of decision problems and finding their solutions. Fast growing number of publications in this field proves the growing interest in the issue broadly defined national security and consequently methods of design, planning and decision-making in the State civil service.
A special case of hierarchical decision-making problems (HPD) are flat decision-making problems (FPD), which elementary decisions (see Fig. 1a, 3a) , contained in the areas of decision-making, are not the subject of further decomposition. 
PD S
In the present case, the strategic decision-making area OD S corresponds to the weight of significance V S = 1, because it is the only one such area in the strategic decision problem PD S (for this reason, in the record OD S index j has been omitted.
Using the data shown in Fig. 1a a strategic decisionmaking problem PDS can be solved as it is shown at Table 1a ., in which the value of each strategic elementary decision e i S is determined a priori, or is determined by the solution of tactical decision-making problem PD T shown in Fig. 3a (see Table 3a ). In every area of decision-making OD j on all layers of decision problems (strategic, tactical and operational), a square is used to fix elementary decisions indicating their participation in the areas of decisionmaking, contained in the layers of decision-making problems (see Fig. 3a , and 5a). Fig. 1a Table 3a .
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The issue of balance in the hierarchical decision problems
The presented models of flat and hierarchical decision-making problems derive from the morphological analysis related areas of decision-making, were proposed in 1948 by F. Zwicky (1969) .
The distinction between flat and hierarchical (multilayer) decision problems comes down to decide whether the decision problem formulated for a given problem can be solved without the need to examine the issues more specific and, therefore, to formulate for them separate decision-making problems. Thus, decisions on levels S and T should be taken as a solution of HPD, and operational decisions are, by definition, of FPD solution (see. Fig. 2a ).
All data on the operational level should be achievable without the need for decision-making at lower altitudes of more detailed levels.
The need to compare significance weights of the decision-making problems PD in decision areas, and alternatives to their elementary decisions e i,j within the OD j implies the need for so-called normalization of "small scales significance" v i,j for elementary decisions e i,j .
For modeling decision problems PD, their decisionmaking areas OD j and elementary decision e i,j belonging to these areas -have adopted the following findings:
 normalization of the weights of significance v i,j elementary decision e i,j belongs to the area of decision-making OD j and is running according to the formula (2a) and should be done after every change 1 of the contracted value of at least one element e i,j v i,j = e i,j / e i,j (2a)
 bringing the weights of significance v i,j elementary decisions within each area of decisionmaking OD j to normalize by the formula (2b), where: i -is the index of elementary decisions e i,j in the area of decision-making OD j , j -is the index of OD j at the relevant decision problem PD, and n is the number of elementary decisions e i,j in the considered OD j area 
 then for all complex decisions D k , in proportion to the fixed value of the decision Q(D k ), according to the formula (2d), are calculated vectors of normalization values V k , where v i(k),j is the value calculated for all OD j according to the formula (2f) and k is an index of the complex decision D k in question,
where: v i(k),j is the value calculated for all OD j according to the formula:
 calculating v i(k),j according to the formula (2f) we bring the weight of the significance of the elementary decision e i(k),j within each OD j to normalization:
Illustration of the above-described two different standardization procedures are two structurally different examples of calculation model shown in Fig.  2a and Table 2a , which included a description of a flat decision-making problem PPD with three areas of decision-making: OD 1 , OD 2 , OD 3 and the corresponding large scales significance V 1 = 0.2, V 2 = 0.3, V 3 = 0.5, each containing three elementary decisions and corresponding lower weight of significance included in the Table 2a and 2b. Indexes point to a further complex decisions D k . Table 2b shows the process of normalization of the four complex decisions D k (see Fig. 2a ).
For the sake of simplicity, and for better results comparable assumed that the initial value of each elementary decision e i,j = 1, 2, 3 or 5 in each of the three decision areas OD j . Table 2a and 2b , , Table 1a , in which the value of each strategic elementary decision is determined a priori, or is determined by the solution of tactical decision problem, as shown in Fig. 3a (see Table 3a ).
In every area of decision-making OD j , on all layers of decision problems (strategic, tactical and operational), the square indicated the currently taken (fixed) elementary decisions indicating their participation in the areas of decision-making, contained in the layers of decision-making problems (see Fig. 1a and Fig. 3a) . Fig. 3a is an example of a 2-level decision-making problem which is the development of a strategic decision problem PD S shown in Fig. 1a . In this case, the tactical decision problem PD T and its three tactical decision-making areas OD 1 T , OD 2 T , and OD 3 T are used to determine, for example, only three elementary decisions e 1 S , e 2 S and e 3 S and generates eight possible options (see Table 3a ). Table 3a ).
The reason for the exclusion decision e 6 S is the presence in layer T of a two elementary tactical decisions which contradict one another In Table 3a In the process of decision-making it is necessary to evaluating their significance from the point of view of costs (losses) versus the expected benefits. Valuing the decisions resulting in the problems of hierarchical decision-making process becomes especially complicated if you allow the possibility of partial or full overlapping of decision-making areas, belonging to different HPD shown in Fig. 3b .
A priori contradictions of an elementary decisions in decision-making problems
A priori of contradictions due to a particularly frequently occurring variable phenomena in the decision-making processes. Their solution is related to the issue of neutralization or liquidation of contradictions. In some cases, emerging of contradictions of varying severity is a serious obstacle in maintaining the continuity of the operation of the organizational and technical, and in particular systems of critical infrastructure. Fig. 4a illustrates a tactical decision problem moved from the two-layer hierarchical problem shown in Fig. 3a . The dashed blue line connecting the two pairs of elementary tactical decisions remain internally in absolute of contradictions -which is denoted by the expression: #<e2,1T : e2,3T> = 1, #<e1,2T : e2,3T> = 1 (4a)
This means that none of the pairs can be used to construct and make decision on strategic layer. Whereas a red line indicates a pair of elementary tactical decision:
remaining internally fuzzy of contradictions -which means that it can be used to construct and take additional fourth elementary strategic decision e 6 S provided incur costs due to the removal of the obstacles inherent in the indicated pair of elementary tactical decisions. It should be noted (see Fig. 4a ), that in case of elementary strategic decision e 6 S the other two pairs #<e 2,1
T : e 1,3 T > and # <e 2,2 T : e 1,3 T > remain in the relationship # = 0, which means that they do not cause additional costs.
In the case under consideration issues of contradictions of elementary decisions we assume that the relative weighting of the significance of a single complex decision D k is calculated as the sum of the products of the weights of significance areas of decision-making V j and of elementary decisions e i(k),j from the corresponding areas of decision-makingaccording to the formula:
where for each index i from the area of decisionmaking D j , the value of the index j for all of elementary decisions e i(k),j belonging to the decision D k from the decision-making areas D j .
In some applications for the evaluation of internal contradictions form (value), the elementary decision e i(k),j may be converted into the weight of significance v i(k),j .
A is characteristic of relations between elementary decisions e i,j  OD j , belonging to pairs of different areas of decision-making OD j is characterized by a synergistically correlated increase in its value, dependent on the number of elementary decision e i,j being simultaneously the subject of contradiction, which may significantly affect the value of the final decision Q(D k ).
The Q(D k ) value for the conflict #> 0 is calculated for a complex decision D k according to the formula:
In further discussion, the calculation of contradiction # is conducted only in relation to the value e i,j and V j and their standardized form. The final part of the discussion on the merits of decision problems solving is shown at Fig. 5a , where 3-layer decision problem consist of three operating complex decision problems including seven operational decision-making areas.
3-layer decision problem shown at Fig. 5a includes:
• PD 1 S -strategic decision problem which consists of one strategic area of decision-making: In practice, making organizational decisions, irrespective of their place of occurrence, stands out the so-called operational layer, in which elementary decisions do not require solving more specific decision problems, because resources are available and sufficient data to formulate an appropriate set of operating elementary decisions and take the one that will best meet the multi-criteria imposed limitations.
For the smooth execution of operations analysis and simulation, and to indicate the paths of decisionmaking in the hierarchical structure of decisionmaking (HSD), it is necessary to replace the signs index, used in Fig. 5a , by digital codes. This way of encoding is based on assigning the serial numbers of the index components:
• code decision problem is YZ, where Y is the number of decision-making problem in a layer Z,
• area code decision is XYZ, where X is the number of decision-making in the area of decision problem YZ,
• code of elementary decision to WXYZ, where W is the number of elementary decision-making in the area of XYZ.
Coding rules of HSD components are included in Table 5a and the Table 5b .
In accordance with the principles of digital coding HSD in Table 5b has been saved example path for the current elementary decisions e 211 S , leading from the strategic decision-making layers S -marked with number 1.
This path has been designated by indicating three elementary decision of tactical layer T -marked number 2, and seven elementary decision of operational layer O -marked with the number 3 - Fig. 5a .
Summary
The condition for the effectiveness of decisionmaking processes is to spread out the so-called competence network over the cells of the organizational structure in the form of a hierarchy of problems and decision-making areas. Sets of pairs of contradictions of elementary decisions can be used for flexible switching elementary decisions e i,j without having to change complex decisions D k or internal organization standards.
In the proposed mode of action, each "network of competence" corresponds to the specific objective of the organization and to the associated decision problems. So we have to deal with the situation when the hierarchical structure of decision-making problems and their solutions are subordinated to the structure of the organization. Methodology of the proceedings in the construction of the network of competence, proposed in this paper for the implementation of management purposes, presented at the three-layer model HSD will be presented in the next article as an attempt to dynamically balance the decision-making processes. HSD model can be expanded or reduced to reach the necessary number of decision layers and paths in compliance with integrally formulated restrictions and mechanisms of standardization. This direction of further research, results from the need how effectively compare decisions and their consequences.
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